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Abstract 

Over the years, there has been substantial interest in understanding the users’ choices or 

preferences in the context of product selection. Psychological orientation of human beings 

(users/consumers) plays an important role in decision making and thus choosing one product 

over other available products. The study of the users’ psychological preferences may provide 

information, which may be used by the design team to make the product successful and 

competitive in the worldwide market. This paper has suggested integrating the latest researches 

available from the field of human psychology for the design of product with Stimulation Human 

Values (STHV) considerations. The paper discusses the role of STHV of the users in shaping 

their desire to have particular types of products. The paper emphasizes to comprehend the STHV 

of users to design some successful and competitive products for such users.  
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1. Introduction 

Millions of people in the world draw happiness and satisfaction through a life full of challenges, 

variety and excitement. Such people engage themselves in daring and adventurous activities like - 

sky diving; under water adventures; formula one racing of cars; bungee jumping from great 

heights; night safari; surfing over the mighty sea waves; motor biking or cycling or running 

through mountains, rugged and challenging terrains, extreme passes or even hanging bridges; 

trekking through lush greeneries, narrow and enthralling passes, awe-inspiring terrains and 

challenging trails; river rafting through arduous rapids; paragliding while soaring very high in the 

sky over sea or hills; skiing through challenging tracks; camping amidst lush, captivating but 

dangerous forests or deserts; flying using micro light flights in the  airfield; caving in hills; 

kayaking; hot air ballooning; sailing a yacht cruising on the turquoise waters; hiking or rock 

climbing through the steep gradients of hills; snorkeling, etc. There are innumerable products, 

which such users require for their successful and safe ventures, listed above. Such users are 

motivated by some specific kind of mindsets or values called – Stimulation Human Values 

(STHV). Designers, who are engaged in designing products for such users, need to understand the 

psychology of users for designing successful and competitive products for them.  

Some wonderful products, which are otherwise efficient and effective, fail in the market just 

because it doesn’t match with users’ requirements and their values or mindset. Therefore, these 

days, competitive systems/products are heedfully integrating the up-to-date research outcomes 

from all domains of knowledge, including human psychology. In the context of product design, 

human values based psychological factors and their interrelationships are being understood for 

better understanding of users’ requirements. Notable researchers (Kumar et al, 2015; Schwartz, 

1992; Schwartz, 1994; Schwartz and Bardi, 2001; Schwartz, 2002) from this domain emphasize 

that designers need to address the aspects related to psychology of human values, espoused by the 

customers/users. The area of this research paper has been chosen with a conviction that 

psychological aspects of customers or end users of the product, especially relating to STHV are 

also affecting the overall direction and features of the product under design consideration. This 
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paper is an extension of luminary researchers (Kumar et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2011; Kumar, S., 

2016 (A & B)) from this area. This paper has made an attempt to understand the effects of STHV 

of users and address their requirements. Following Table 1 arrays few important publications 

related to this research paper. 

Table 1. Studies related to present research 

 S.No. References Objective Field of research 

1.  Kumar et al., 2011 A Review Paper on Psychology 

based Design for 

Maintainability 

Mechanical 

Engineering 

 

2.  Kumar et al., 2015 Extraction and quantification of 

Psychology in Design for 

Maintainability 

Mechanical 

Engineering 

 

3.  Kumar, S., 2016 (A & B) Role of psychology in Design Mechanical 

Engineering 

4.  Schwartz 1992; Schwartz 1994; 

Schwartz 2002 

Effect of human values on 

attitude, behaviour and decision 

making 

Social Sciences and 

Psychology 

 

Next section discusses about the need and role of STHV in designing products. 

 

2. Inferring  design features through a glance on STHV of users  

From the discussion made in above section, designers can infer that understanding of 

STHV might make products used in such activities very successful in market. This 

section addresses the following questions − what exactly is this Stimulation Human 

Values (STHV) are and how these values shape the design features of a product. 

Stimulation values derive from the need for variety and stimulation in order to maintain an optimal, 

positive, rather than threatening, level of activation (Schwartz, 1992, 1994, 2002). Such persons or 

users are always in search of exciting, novel, adrenaline-pumping (some might say fear-inducing), 

heart-pounding and challenging activities in life. They would challenge themselves into trying out 

some extreme sports, exciting trip or adventurous activities that they will never forget. 

Adventurous tasks give them adrenaline kick. So often, towering peaks and mountains, fascinating 

rivers, challenging terrains and challenging tasks from other walks of life offer the desired 

adrenaline kicks to users or persons with STHV. Examples of some relevant STHV are Daring, A 

Varied Life, An Exciting Life; these are termed as STHV attributes.  

No matter how much exciting and challenging activities a user engaged into, they always want to 

use 100% safe, reliable, convenient and ergonomically designed products. A comprehensive 

understanding of STHV attributes of probable users at design stage of the product might help 

designers while taking decisions pertaining to following:  

 Light weight, long lasting and fairly strong materials  

 Safety related requirements of users 

 Convenient to use product architecture  

 Ergonomic requirements of users 

 Mechanisms related to external interactions 

 Mechanisms related to user interactions with the product 

 Low maintenance requirements of the product 

 Procurement cost and availability 
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The Figure 1 summarizes the above discussion. 

 

 

   

Figure 1.  Understanding STHV related requirements of users 

 

5. Conclusion 

A comprehensive study and use of knowledge from other fields, like the field of 

psychology might help designers in reading the requirements of end users. In last few 

decades or so, designers have realized that their product can’t compete in the market by 

merely fulfilling functional requirements; it is high time to address psychological 

requirements of the users. Moreover, it is intuitively felt that knowledge about the 

STHV related requirements of users might help designers in designing innovative and 

successful products. The research paper presents a probable way to design a product 

with STHV considerations through the adequate knowledge of human psychology. 
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